This article presents an advanced application of Facet Benchmarking (FB), an instrument refinement method that sets out to identify redundant and extraneous facets (Siegling, Petrides, & Martskvishvili, 2015) . FB uses external benchmarks to determine whether a measure's facets each occupy unique construct variance. In Study 1, three samples completed measures of dispositional mindfulness and an objectively derived set of constructrelevant criteria. A general factor extracted from these criteria was used to benchmark the measures' facets or subscales. Structural Equation Modelling, featuring a common latent (method) factor, was incorporated as an alternative statistical procedure, indicating that statistical or methodological artefacts were unlikely to account for the obtained results. Study 2 was conducted to cross-validate the results for a benchmark derived from a different set of criteria. The results support the method's robustness and efficacy. Advanced Application of a New Instrument Refinement Method A core challenge with psychological constructs is to accurately determine their domain of measurable manifestations, or construct domain. This process is often facilitated by the explication of facets, especially where broader constructs are concerned. Determining construct domains involves considerable uncertainty (Costa & McCrae, 1998; Ziegler, Booth, & Bensch, 2013) , since an individual and objective criterion against which measures can be evaluated does not normally exist (Epstein, 1984; John & Benet-Martinez, 2000) . Various psychometric paradigms (e.g., construct validity vs. test validity theory; Borsboom, Mellenbergh, & van Heerden, 2004) and statistical procedures (e.g., Exploratory Structural Equation Modelling, Bifactor Modelling) have enriched psychometrics, but the process of operationalising constructs remains far from clear-cut (Ziegler & Bäckström, 2016) .
Importantly, the concept of unique construct variance differs from specific variance; the former refers to a facet's unique part of the target construct and the latter to the part that is unrelated to the construct (see Figure 1 ). This article further examines the efficacy of Facet Benchmarking (FB), a recently proposed instrument refinement method that sets out to identify redundant and extraneous facets systematically (Siegling et al., 2015) . A concise description and advanced application guidelines are given next.
Facet Benchmarking (FB)
The concept of criterion validity has relevance in the identification of redundant and extraneous facets. Without unique construct variance, a facet is less likely to explain (unique) variance in construct-relevant criteria. Also, correlations of a scale composite that encompasses problem facets with construct-relevant criteria are systematically, although not necessarily always, lower than those of a composite comprised only of valid facets (see Smith FACET BENCHMARKING 5 et al., 2003 , for a more detailed discussion of this effect). The construct-unrelated variance imposed on the composite by extraneous facets further compromises the composite's criterion validity (where construct-relevant criteria are concerned). Smith et al. have discussed how the external approach, or criterion keying, can be extended by means of incremental validity principles, with the aim of identifying and retaining facets with unique explanatory effects. However, the pivotal question not addressed in their seminal article concerns the criteria to be used for assessing the incremental value of individual facets, or whether each facet occupies unique construct variance.
One issue in leveraging criteria for the purpose of assessing facets is that, individually, they are unlikely to qualify as a comprehensive construct representation (Epstein, 1984; John & Benet-Martinez, 2000) . Furthermore, like facets, individual criteria can comprise specific variance unrelated to the target construct; they are often multidimensional and cannot be expected to represent the construct variance exclusively (Smith & Zapolski, 2009 ). Due to sources of variance other than the target construct, there would be an increased chance of seeing explanatory effects of extraneous facets and, to a lesser extent, redundant facets. It also is realistic that some facets correlate positively with a particular criterion, whilst other facets correlate negatively with the same criterion (Ziegler, Danay, Schoelmreich, & Buehner, 2010) .
As a remedy to the difficulties, individual benchmarks can be objectively derived from the shared variance of representative and balanced sets of construct-relevant criteria, selected with the construct as a reference point. Precisely, such a latent variable may be viewed as an approximation of the construct variance, with its accuracy depending on the method of derivation and knowledge about the construct already existing. In a five-stage process, FB examines whether a facet can occupy a unique portion of variance in these benchmarks.
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Stage 1. The challenge is to select a set of construct-relevant criteria that represents the construct variance comprehensively (i.e., not missing any variance) and exclusively (i.e., not imposing variance unrelated to the construct). While both these requirements inevitably involve a theoretical process, exclusiveness is considerably facilitated by the statistical procedures described at Stage 2. Comprehensiveness is facilitated by incorporating varying, systematically selected sets of criteria, if necessary. Ideally, one would obtain a representative sample of all construct-relevant criteria without duplicating any elements, thus aiming for a balanced representation (it seems undesirable to use all conceivable criteria, since many of them are likely to overlap in their construct-related variance). If the benchmark is unbalanced with respect to the construct, the construct variance represented would shift towards individual facets, which can bias the FB results. Perhaps most straightforward is to rely on variables conceptualised as at least partial, direct psychological outcomes and, perhaps, known to correlate in the expected direction with the target construct. Indirectly-related outcomes increase the chances of significant explanatory effects of extraneous facets, since these are less likely to represent the target construct primarily. Although, prior empirical correlations may not be necessary, and other, more theory-driven approaches may be incorporated in making these decisions. Another consideration warranted during the criteria selection process are situational moderators, 1 Although a balanced representation of the construct is desirable in the context of FB, it is does not seem fatal if some criteria included within the benchmark are redundant with one another (if they do not share any specific or error variance with redundant or extraneous facets). Most redundant facets will be unable to account for unique construct variance, irrespective of whether their redundant variance is duplicated within an objectively derived benchmark.
FACET BENCHMARKING 7 which can influence facet-criterion relationships. For instance, the central tenet of Trait Activation Theory is that situational factors (e.g., job demands, distractors) influence the expression of personality traits and their associations with relevant outcomes (Tett & Burnett, 2003) . It is vital that the chosen criteria are either relevant across situations (i.e., general) or systematically sampled from all pertinent situations.
Stages 2 and 3. The basic idea is to extract the first latent factor, or benchmark, from the criteria administered to each sample, and then examine which facets occupy unique variance within this benchmark. There are two salient options for execution: (1) separately via factor analysis 2 and multiple regression; (2) jointly via Structural Equation Modelling
(SEM). Partially, the procedural choice depends on context considerations, such as samples size and number of facets and criteria involved.
The fragmented procedure: Factor analysis and regression. The first latent factor is, in theory, the variable representing the target construct, since the criteria were selected using the construct as the reference point. As a proxy representation of the homogenous construct, the benchmark (an alternative latent variable of the construct variance) is most appropriately extracted via principal axis factoring (1 factor, no rotation), although we have previously used Principal Component Analysis for this purpose (the two procedures tend to yield virtually identical results for the first variable extracted). Any unrelated criteria (i.e., those that do not load well on the first factor) are identified and excluded in this process.
The question is at what threshold to drop or retain a criterion. Any divergent criteria may still co-vary due to sources other than the target construct, such as common method 2 Note that the general limitations of factor analysis as a stand-alone statistical procedure in screening out redundant and extraneous facets are compensated within the context of FB.
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For the time being, it makes sense to proceed with a generic minimum loading of .30, the common cut-off for scale items or facets in scale construction. A pre-specified value is intended to foster reliability and replicability of results, although it may be unwise to strictly advocate a specific cut-off. The important point is that adjustments are made a priori, guided by reason and theory.
Stage 3 of FB examines whether each of the facets occupies unique variance within the derived benchmark and if the variance explained is in the expected direction. A suitable statistical procedure for this purpose is statistical regression (also referred to as the stepwise method), with all facets entered at the initial step as explanatory variables of the benchmark.
Stepwise regression both removes (criterion: p ≥ .05) and possibly reenters (criterion: p < .05) predictors one-by-one, based on their ability to account for unique benchmark variance. In this process, redundant and extraneous facets may initially suppress (the significant effects of) valid facets. Yet, stepwise regression reenters facets removed at preceding steps if they gain significant explanatory effect at later steps. Of note, facets with betas in an unexpected direction are atheoretical and detrimental to validity. If present at the final step, the analysis is to be repeated without such facets.
To account for chance effects, facets that show significant betas on only rare occasions (e.g., less than 5% of the time) or of generally negligible magnitude (if one prefers to use effect size) may also be considered redundant or extraneous. To ascertain sufficient statistical power, the sample size should conform to accepted standards and best practices (Kelley & Maxwell, 2003; Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007) , some of which revolve around the number of independent variables (predictors). As long as the minimum requirements are met, sample size variations tend to have relatively little influence on the number of significant FACET BENCHMARKING 9 predictors in automated subset selection algorithms (Derksen & Keselman, 2011) .
The advantages of the fragmented procedure relate to the exploratory nature of FB, since it identifies problem facets based on specified statistical criteria; it requires relatively little manual labour, especially in the case of many facets. Whilst generally criticised, application of stepwise regression in the context of FB is justified in Appendix A. The criticisms of this procedure have little relevance with respect to the questions FB seeks to address or are compensated by the design and focus of FB on non-significant predictors.
The combined procedure: SEM. For the most part, the above procedure can be combined within an SEM framework, where one can draw on at least two different conditions for eliminating weak criteria: absolute loadings and significance of loadings (technically, this is possible too in the context of factor analysis if using the maximum-likelihood method of extraction). Once again, these decisions ought to be determined a priori, and the extent to which different selection criteria influence results has yet to be examined. Non-significant pathways to the benchmark can be dropped, but the corresponding facets should be retained within the model and modification indices continuously examined, in case these facets gain significance upon successive path deletions.
Although this procedure may involve more manual fiddling, its advantage is flexibility. For example, it facilitates the integration of additional variables, such as modelling common method factors. One can also directly examine the consequences of removing individual criteria on the explanatory effects of the facets.
Stage 4.
Stage 4 serves to ascertain that no loss in validity occurs because of removing any problem facets as well as to get a basic idea of the magnitude of any improvement attained. The benchmark derived at Stage 2 is used as a gauge for this purpose:
A modified scale composite, computed from facets showing significant explanatory effects in at least one of the samples used, is compared in its association with the benchmark to that of FACET BENCHMARKING 10 the original scale composite. As discussed above, the correlation of a composite containing non-explanatory facets with the benchmark should be systematically weaker than that of a composite comprised of explanatory facets only.
Stage 5. Stage 5 classifies the identified problem facets as redundant versus extraneous, based on associations with the modified scale composite. Consistently nonnegligible correlations suggest that these facets are likely redundant, whereas non-significant correlations suggest that they are extraneous.
Initial Findings and Present Investigation
A preliminary application of FB in the context of trait emotional intelligence showed promising results (Siegling et al., 2015) . Data from six samples, which completed a broad, 15-facet measure of trait emotional intelligence and measures of construct-relevant criteria, exposed four facets that did not explain unique benchmark variance in any sample (an additional facet explained variance in a direction opposite to that explained by the other facets in some of the samples). Consequently, a composite of the 10 remaining facets converged significantly better with the benchmark than the original 15-facet composite in each sample. Although the criteria used to derive the benchmark implied some degree of consistency of facet effects, a limitation of the study is that it relied on pre-existing datasets.
Despite involving a broad and diverse set of criteria, there is no guarantee that all elements of the construct variance were represented.
The present investigation is an advanced application of FB, based on data collected specifically for applying the method. Aimed at increasing certainty in the method's robustness and efficacy, the criteria were selected systematically with aim of obtaining an accurate representation of the target construct. The same set of criteria used to derive the benchmark was assessed in multiple samples (Study 1), and an entirely different set of criteria was used to cross-validate the results on another sample (Study 2). Moreover, the FACET BENCHMARKING 11 combined SEM procedure was applied to validate the results obtained via the fragmented procedure of factor analysis and statistical regression, also offering the opportunity of examining common method variance as a competing explanation.
A narrow construct comprised of relatively few facets was used to facilitate a systematic application of FB: dispositional mindfulness (broadly conceptualised as the practise of living in, and accepting, the present moment as it is, rather than being preoccupied). The mindfulness literature in the past 10 to 15 years has seen a proliferation of measures (e.g., Bergomi, Tschacher, & Kupper, 2013) , most of which seem to tap into the same dimension (Baer, Smith, & Allen, 2004; Baer, Smith, Hopkins, Krietemeyer, & Toney, 2006; Siegling & Petrides, 2014) . In the interest of space, we refer the reader to recent publications that provide a concise account of construct theory and measurement, also featuring a theoretical comparison of facets (e.g., Bergomi et al., 2013; Siegling & Petrides, 2016) . and valid facets. FB should be able to cross-validate factor analytical results.
Criterion variables used were those most frequently employed in previous development studies of mindfulness scales. This procedure resulted in a manageable number of variables but was also conducive to a comprehensive, consensus-based representation of the construct variance. The focus was on relatively narrow psychological expressions directly linked to mindfulness, rather than broader clinical and mental health criteria (e.g., alexithymia, depression, and anxiety) or other personality constructs (e.g., emotional
intelligence). Table 1 shows the selected criteria, along with their occurrence in mindfulness scale development studies.
The combined SEM procedure was incorporated at Stages 2 and 3 (for the FFMQ) as a way of exploring statistical artefacts linked to an individual analytical procedure (in this case, the fragmented procedure). A second aim of this component was to examine common method variance as a competing explanation of the results. The marker-variable technique described, for instance, in Johnson, Rosen, and Djurdjevic (2011) was applied for this purpose. Extraversion was used as the marker variable, being largely distinct from mindfulness (Giluk, 2009; Siegling & Petrides, 2014) and showing relatively high associations with social desirability indices (Bäckström & Björklund, 2013) .
Method
Samples and procedure. FB was applied to three community and convenience FACET BENCHMARKING 13 samples. None of the samples were recruited from mindfulness populations, such as meditators or recipients of mindfulness-based therapy. Thus, it should be assumed that the samples are mostly inexperienced in mindfulness. Table 2 presents a summary of their characteristics.
3 Samples 1 and 2 were recruited via the institutional subject pool of a British university over approximately two years (February 2012 -March 2014 . The combined sample size was 397, which was split randomly in half, with an equal proportion of male and female students assigned to each subsample. The subject pool includes undergraduate and
Master's students, predominantly from psychology or linguistics backgrounds, as well as some non-student affiliates of the university community. Most students received course credit and all participants were entered into a draw for gift cards.
Sample 3 was recruited online. A recruitment notice was posted on participant recruitment platforms for psychological research (e.g., http://www.onlinepsychresearch.co.uk/). As an additional means to attracting (interested) participants, links to these posts were disseminated via the social media pages of two promoters of mindfulness. Many of the participants had earned a Bachelor (35.7%) or
Master's (25.1%) degree; most of the remaining cases had not gone beyond secondary education (32.2%) at the time of the study. Over half the sample was working full-or parttime (55.0%), while approximately a third of the sample was studying full-or part-time (33.9%). A price draw of gift cards was offered to participants as a token of appreciation.
Participation occurred via an anonymous online survey system. Participants provided demographic information and completed the measures below in randomised order. They 3 Treatment of missing data is described in a related article (Siegling & Petrides, 2016) . The same procedures were followed in Study 2.
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Measures. The measures were based on self-report and multiple-point response scales. Across samples, all variables achieved alpha coefficients above .70.
Mindfulness
FFMQ (Baer et al., 2006) . The FFMQ is a relatively comprehensive operationalisation of the construct, constructed by factor-analysing the items of five other measures. It consists of five facets (Observe, Describe, Act with Awareness, Accept without Judgement, and Nonreact) that can be combined to produce a global mindfulness score. The items (7-8 per facet) are rated on a 5-point Likert scale, ranging from 1 (never or very rarely true) to 5 (very often or always true).
KIMS (Baer et al., 2004) . The KIMS has four facets (8-12 item per facet): Observe, Describe, Act with Awareness, and Accept without Judgement. These are now contained within the FMMQ. It is based on the same 5-point response scale as the FFMQ.
Cognitive and Affective Mindfulness Scale -Revised (CAMS-R; Feldman, Hayes, Kumar, Greeson, & Laurenceau, 2006) . The CAMS-R yields a global mindfulness score, based on four facets (attention, present focus, awareness, and acceptance; the scale developers advise against the use of facet scores). Its 12 items are rated on a 4-point Likert scale from 1 (Rarely/Not at all) to 4 (Almost Always).
Southampton Mindfulness Questionnaire (SMQ, Chadwick et al., 2008) . The 16-item scale composite consists of four facets: mindful observation, letting go of reacting, opening awareness to difficult experience, and acceptance (the scale developers also advise against the use of facet scores). The response scale ranges from 0 (Disagree Totally) to 6 (Agree Totally).
Mindful Attention Awareness Scale (MAAS; Brown & Ryan, 2003 Walach, Buchheld, Buttenmüller, Kleinknecht, & Schmidt, 2006) . Although designed to assess global mindfulness, two highly interrelated factors have been derived from the FMI items (Kohls, Sauer, & Walach, 2009 ): attention to present moment (presence) and non-judgemental attitude (acceptance). The 14 FMI items are based on a response scale of 1 (rarely) to 4 (almost always).
PHLMS (Cardaciotto et al., 2008) . The PHLMS was explicitly designed to operationalise two orthogonal, 10-item subscales: Acceptance and Awareness. Items are rated on a 5-point response scale, ranging from 1 (Never) to 5 (Very Often). Davis, Lau, & Cairns, 2009) . The TMS was created to permit oblique factors, but correlations of its two subscales, Curiosity (6 items) and Decenter (7 items), are not particularly indicative of a shared higher-order factor, ranging from r = .26 to .42 (Lau et al., 2006) . The subscales were, therefore, interpreted as measuring distinct but related latent constructs. The items are responded to on a 4-point Likert scale, ranging from 1 (Not at all) to 5 (Very much).
TMS (trait version;
Criteria. The measures used in previous validation studies of mindfulness scales were used here. Newer versions of the original measures were utilised for experiential avoidance and absorption. The number of items per criterion is given in Table 3 .
Experiential avoidance. This criterion was measured with the Acceptance and Action
Questionnaire II (Bond et al., 2011) . Higher scores indicate greater experiential avoidance (alteration of the form, frequency, and situational sensitivity of experiences). The scale items are responded to on a 7-point Likert scale from 1 (never true) to 7 (always true).
Rumination and reflection. The Rumination-Reflection Questionnaire (Trapnell & Campbell, 1999 Absorption. The Modified Tellegen Absorption Scale (Jamieson, 2005) was used to measure the disposition of getting absorbed in mental imagery. It differs from the original scale in using a multi-point response scale, ranging from 0 (never) to 4 (very often).
Self-consciousness. The Self-Consciousness Scale (Fenigstein, Scheier, & Buss, 1975 ) has three subscales: private self-consciousness, public self-consciousness, and social Positive and negative affect. These two mood dimensions were measured with the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (Watson, Clark, & Tellegen, 1988) , which consists of adjectives of positive or negative valence. Each adjective is rated on a 5-point scale, ranging from 1 (very slightly or not at all) to 5 (extremely).
Emotion regulation. The Emotion Regulation Questionnaire (Gross & John, 2003) measures two distinct aspects of emotion regulation: emotion reappraisal (people's inner experience of emotions) and emotion suppression (the behaviour linked to people's feelings).
Scale items are based on a 7-point response scale, ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7
(strongly agree).
Extraversion. The Big Five Inventory (John & Srivastava, 1999 ) was used to measure Extraversion. Respondents indicate the degree to which brief descriptive items apply to them on a 5-point scale, ranging from 1 (disagree strongly) to 5 (agree strongly).
Statistical analysis
At Stage 2 of FB, the first factor was extracted via principal axis factoring, and any criteria showing consistently weak loadings (< .30) on this factor were identified and excluded from the benchmark. The benchmark was then regressed separately on the FFMQ and KIMS facets in each sample, as described in the introduction (Stage 3). The procedure was then repeated for a joint analysis of the FFMQ facets with the PHLMS and TMS subscales. The data from most Sample 1 and 2 participants (those who completed the measure of Extraversion) were then merged to apply the combined SEM procedure (Stages 2 and 3) to the FFMQ facets, while partialling out common method variance. This analysis was carried out using AMOS (Arbuckle, 2014) , using maximum-likelihood estimates. 
Results and Discussion
Factor analysis of criteria. Two criteria (emotional reappraisal and suppression)
were not assessed in Sample 3 and only in 111 and 90 participants in Samples 1 and 2, respectively. These variables were removed, since they did not load on the same factor as the other criteria in a preliminary analysis of the data. Table 3 shows the principal axis factoring results for all other criteria, which loaded on the first latent factor in at least one, but in most cases all, of the samples. The benchmark was derived from these criteria, omitting emotional reappraisal and reflection only. Table 4 indicate at least some consistency across samples. Ignoring the FFMQ's additional facet (Nonreact), which reached significant betas, results were also similar between measures. One facet (Observe)
Regression of benchmark on facets. The results shown in
showed an atheoretical explanatory effect, opposite to that of the other facets. This effect appeared for both measures in almost all instances (the facet did not reach significance for the KIMS in Sample 2). The Describe facet showed a significant effect in one sample and for only one measure (KIMS), while the other two facets consistently occupied theory-consistent benchmark variance, indicated by negative beta weights.
Extension of the FFMQ analysis by inclusion of the PHLMS and TMS subscales exposed the same three FFMQ facets as significant explanatory variables. Additionally, FFMQ Describe reached significance in Sample 3, as already seen for the equivalent KIMS facet in that sample. Of the PHLMS and TMS subscales, PHLMS Acceptance consistently reached a significant and negative beta weight. Since the conceptually similar FFMQ Accept without Judgement facet remained a significant predictor, each variable seems to encompass unique content of the mindfulness element in question. Also, the bivariate correlation FACET BENCHMARKING 19 between these two variables is not as high to suggest equivalence (Cardaciotto et al., 2008; Siegling & Petrides, 2016) . Figure 2 
SEM. The results summarised in

Strengths and limitations. Consistency of results, coupled with findings of other
studies that cast doubt on the validity of the Observe facet, speak to the method's robustness and efficacy in identifying problem facets. The benchmark derived and used here seems to represent the mindfulness construct variance quite well, given the present conceptualisation and available measures. Yet, while a systematically derived set of criteria is a step forward in demonstrating the efficacy of FB, there is no guarantee that it represents the common variance of every valid facet. The study's emphasis on reliability necessitated the same set of criteria across samples, which made it less practical to include all the criteria considered previously used in mindfulness research. Study 2 was conducted to ascertain that the results generalise to a different set of criteria.
Study 2
To exhaust the list of previously used criteria, this study relied on the criteria previously used in mindfulness scale validation studies and not already included in Study 1.
Using only the least frequently used criteria for this purpose is a dangerous approach, as they are less likely to represent mindfulness as accurately as the more common criteria used in Study 1. On the other hand, confirming evidence from those criteria would yield strong support for the results obtained in Study 1 and, more generally, for the efficacy of FB.
The following criteria were utilised here (the respective mindfulness scales for which they were previously used are shown in parentheses): curiosity (Langer Mindfulness Scale 
Measures
Mindfulness. FB was reapplied to the FFMQ and KIMS (see Study 1). All facets reached satisfactory alpha coefficients (α = .78 to .90).
Criteria. The criteria also reached satisfactory alpha coefficients (α = .78 to .88), except for one instance, where McDonalds omega is reported additionally. The number of items per criterion is shown in Table 5 .
Curiosity. The Curiosity and Exploration Inventory-II (Kashdan et al., 2009) composite score was used. The scale items are responded to on a 4-point Likert scale, ranging from 1 (Very Slightly or Not At All) to 5 (Extremely).
Need for cognition. The Need for Cognition Scale (Cacioppo, Petty, & Kao, 1984 ) is responded to on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = extremely uncharacteristic of me, 5 = extremely characteristic of me).
Self-monitoring. The Self-Monitoring Scale-Revised (Lennox & Wolfe, 1984) measures people's "ability to modify self-presentation" and "sensitivity to expressive behaviour of others". Its items are rated on a 6-point scale, ranging from 0 (certainly, always Overgeneralisation. Overgeneralisation, the disposition to generalise from individual failures to one's overall self-worth, was assessed using a subscale of the Attitudes Towards Self Scale (Carver, Voie, Kuhl, & Ganellen, 1988) . The items are based on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = I agree a lot, 5 = I DISagree a lot).
Self-compassion. The Self-Compassion Scale -Short Form (Raes, Pommier, Neff, & Van Gucht, 2011 ) is suitable for assessing the global construct and shows near-perfect correlations with the full form. The scale items are responded to on a 5-point scale, ranging from 1 (Almost never) to 5 (Almost always).
Psychological mindedness. The Psychological Mindedness Scale (Conte, Ratto, & Karasu, 1996) has been conceived of as measuring a person's capacity for tolerating psychological distress (Shill & Lumley, 2002) . On a 4-point Likert scale (strongly agree to strongly disagree), respondents indicate the extent to which descriptive items represent them. Subjective happiness (Lyubomirsky & Lepper, 1999) . The Subjective Happiness
Scale items are responded to on a 7-point Likert scale from 1 to 7. The scale anchors vary across items.
Statistical analysis. The statistical stages of FB (2-5) were executed as in Study 1, but without the additional SEM procedure: (2) the criteria were submitted to a principal axis FACET BENCHMARKING 23 factor analysis to extract the first latent factor and identify any divergent criteria; (3) the derived benchmark was regressed separately on the FFMQ and KIMS facets, starting with all facets in the initial model; (4) associations of modified scale and original scale composites with the benchmark were compared; (5) associations of any problem facets with the modified scale composites were examined.
Results and Discussion
Factor analysis of criteria. Results for the first latent factor underlying the criteria are shown in Table 5 . Five criteria (psychological mindedness, planned rehearsal, need for cognition, self-monitoring, and problem analysis) did not load adequately on this factor (λ < .30). The benchmark was derived from the remaining six criteria.
Regression of benchmark on facets.
Stepwise regression analysis results are shown in Table 6 . For both measures, the Observe facet did not reach the final step due to nonsignificant betas. The Describe facet occupied benchmark variance for the KIMS but not for the FFMQ. The remaining facets all reached significance for both measures. Despite using a completely different set of criteria, these results closely resemble those obtained in Study 1.
Composite correlations with benchmark. Zero-order correlations of the original FFMQ and KIMS composites with the benchmark were .60 and .45, respectively (p < .001).
As expected, correlations involving the modified composites were slightly higher at .63 (FFMQ, p < .001) and .50 (KIMS, p < .001). These differences were not significant for either the FFMQ, Z(185) = 1.40, p > .05, or the KIMS, Z(185) = 1.42, p > .05, but the key outcome is that correlations for the modified composites were not weaker.
Correlations of Observe facet with modified scale composites. FFMQ/KIMS
Observe did not correlate significantly with the respective modified scale composite, (FFMQ: r = .02, p = .74; KIMS: r = -.06, p = .44). These results agree with those in Study 1, where this facet correlated non-significantly or modestly with the modified scale composites. They FACET BENCHMARKING 24 suggest that the Observe facet is extraneous, and the atheoretical beta weights seen in some of the Study 1 analyses provide further support for this inference. Since a comprehensive set of proxy mindfulness criteria was used across the two studies, there is reason to assume that no important criteria were missing (and linked to Observe in way that would have led to different results).
General Discussion
This article presented an advanced application of FB to a different construct. A key step forward was that the criteria were selected systematically, which increases the likelihood that they were representative of the construct. In fact, a hitherto comprehensive sample of scale validation criteria, representing direct outcomes of mindfulness, were included here.
The current application of FB, thus, reflected current thinking on the focal construct (at the time of data collection, to be precise), minimising the chance of any valid facets not being represented by the derived benchmarks.
An advantage with respect to examining the reliability of results is that the same set of criteria was assessed in multiple samples (Study 1), and that generalisability of the results to a different set of criteria was examined subsequently (Study 2). Additionally, FB was applied separately to two multi-faceted measures of the same construct, based on almost identical models (a study feature that alleviates concerns linked to random measurement effects).
What is more, the method was advanced and scrutinised by integrating additional statistical and methodological components (SEM and modelling common method bias). These advances provide a foundation for ascertaining the method's robustness and efficacy.
Summary and Interpretation of Results
In both studies, and across samples, the same facet (Observe) was unable to occupy theoretically expected construct variance, as captured by the respective benchmarks. This pattern held up when applying SEM as a statistical alternative and including an unrelated The results build on the initial application of FB (Siegling et al., 2015) , which exposed five redundant trait emotional intelligence facets that, like the FFMQ/KIMS Observe facet in the present investigation, compromised the measure's validity with respect to the benchmark. Yet, the current results also depart from those obtained previously, because the identified problem facet can be best classified as an extraneous facet. The results, therefore, suggest that FB is also able to spot extraneous problem facets not assertively identified as such by other methods.
The results fit into an increasing pattern of standard scale validation findings attesting to the distinctiveness of the FFMQ/KIMS Observe facet (in non-meditating samples). While evidence supports the originally envisaged five-factor model in meditators (e.g., Aguado et al., 2015; Baer et al., 2008) , a four-factor hierarchical model without the Observe facet often results in better model fit for the FFMQ in non-meditating samples (e.g., Baer et al., 2008; Curtiss & Klemanski, 2014; Gu et al., 2016; Siegling & Petrides, 2016; Williams, Dalgleish, Karl, & Kuyken, 2014) . The facet has also shown negligible incremental explanatory effects over the other facets, including some detrimental effects (Cash & Whittingham, 2010; Christopher & Gilbert, 2009; Consedine & Butler, 2013; Vujanovic, Bonn-Miller, Bernstein, McKee, & Zvolensky, 2010) . Building on prior findings for this facet, the present results FACET BENCHMARKING 26 speak to the method's efficacy in identifying problem facets in a particular context (here, non-meditators).
Implications
There is now quite promising evidence supporting the robustness and efficacy of FB
as an instrument refinement method. Although existing psychometric approaches have value in identifying extraneous facets, the current investigation shows that FB can provide specific, reliable, and efficiently gathered evidence that a given facet is extraneous. Still, FB is intended to supplement the existing psychometric approaches and best viewed as an ongoing process. For any given construct, the use of multiple samples and benchmarks will increase certainty in the FB results.
Beyond give good indication that this facet is extraneous, but somehow survived initial factor-analytic work. Furthermore, the mindfulness facet represented in FFMQ Accept without Judgement and PHLMS Acceptance does not seem fully captured by either of these subscales, which could be expanded or integrated. To the contrary, the other PHLMS subscale and both TMS FACET BENCHMARKING 27 subscales seem to be either redundant or to tap into a different construct than the one underlying most mindfulness scales.
Limitations and Future Directions
Both the current and initial investigation of FB are limited in that that all measures involved were based on a self-report response format. Although an effort was made to control for common method variance, method effects cannot be ruled out with complete certainty. Such a scenario is arguably unlikely, because the results are consistent with factoranalytical results and there is no prima facie evidence that the Observe facet differs from the other facets in terms of method variance. Future research utilising different forms, or at least sources, of measurement for construct and criteria is needed to rule out method effects definitively (e.g., observer ratings, behavioural observations, and electronic diaries).
Another limitation is the use of convenience samples, with uneven distributions of demographic factors (e.g., gender) possibly impinging on the pattern of results obtained.
Relatedly, the results may not generalise to meditating samples, in which the Observe facet has shown better psychometric results.
A general limitation of the research conducted on FB thus far is the focus on personality constructs. While relatively practical for scrutinising FB, the reliance on personality constructs restricts the evidence for the method's utility. As is the case with other psychometric approaches, FB should have utility in refining constructs other than personality traits, such as abilities, motives, or even psychological states. The hitherto promising findings certainly warrant the application of FB to other types of constructs. Note. Samples 1 and 2 two are split-halves of a university student sample.
a Includes Pakistani, Bangladeshi, Indian, and Sri Lankan backgrounds. Note. Emotion reappraisal (6 items) and emotion suppression (4 items) were excluded, due to weak loadings on the first latent factor (< .30). A general concern is that various automated selection algorithms lack theoretical basis, operating purely on a pre-specified empirical criterion. Where the predictors of an important criterion of interest are examined, it is relatively unsophisticated to rely on some automated selection procedure, especially when using different types of predictors. In the context of FB, however, the predictors are all the same type (i.e., facets of the target construct) and the question to be answered is a statistical one: whether the facets explain unique benchmark variance. There is no theoretical order among the facets, and the focal question of unique benchmark variance can hardly be answered on theoretical grounds.
A second criticism is the removal of predictors based on their ability to explain criterion variance. Multicollinearity among predictors is generally considered problematic, because it can compromise the explanatory effects of individual predictors (Pedhazur, 1997) .
Somewhat paradoxically, FB capitalises on this principle in identifying redundant facets.
Essentially, high intercorrelations mean that the predictors concerned are likely to explain (much of) the same criterion variance, rendering some of them redundant. Regardless of their intercorrelations with other facets, extraneous facets should not explain any notable variance of a benchmark.
Another concern is that the procedure is unduly influenced by chance features of the data and that the ensuing models are therefore difficult to replicate. In testing multiple models, stepwise regression is prone to overfitting the data. FB partly accounts for this limitation by means of built-in replication, conducted across the same and different benchmarks. More fundamentally, however, it does not require the same solution to be obtained across samples. The crux are the predictors that never find their way into (the final step of) the regression models.
